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Stretch Glass in Green at the 2017 Stretch
Glass Society Convention
by David Shetlar
As you will see elsewhere in this newsletter, Society
members were able to accumulate and display a truly
impressive mass of stretch glass in all the shades of
green possible. It would be impossible to discuss all of
them, so I’ll have to try and show a few of the items that
caught my eye. I also will try to present the range of
greens that showed up, though I apologize to my
Imperial-collecting friends for not showing Pearl Green
(greenish
iridescence
on crystal glass),
and
contemporary collectors for not showing Fenton’s Stiegel
Green.
One of the first things that caught my eye among the
mass of greens, was the distinctive difference between
Fenton’s Florentine Green and the greens made by
Diamond and Central. I’ve included enlarged images of
Diamond’s “spindle” (Fig. 4) and Fenton’s #232 (Fig. 5)
candleholders, side-by-side, to show the difference.
Other greens were made by Jeannette which produced a
more olive to light emerald-green glass (Figs. 1 & 2).
There are very few pieces known in this color and all are
either the ring-footed bowl or the high-stem comport.
U.S. Glass made pieces in a true olive green (Fig.
14). Most of the pieces in this color are bowls or
comports in the unidentified line that has four pairs of
optic rays and smooth rims. However, I have a U.S.
Glass handled server in the same olive green. U.S. also
made a nice Florentine Green-type glass (Fig. 17) and
most of these are in the #310 line (external, paired rays
and points on the rim). U.S. made two opaque green
colors. The translucent to opaque jade-style green (Fig.
18) is fairly obtainable and the color can range from a
dark to light green color. The other opaque green is
actually a slag-glass type (Fig. 16). This glass is in the
Cararra Line and is often called “Forest Green” or “Nile
Green” by collectors.
Northwood didn’t make any stretch glass in a
Florentine Green-style. Their primary green is Russet
(Figs. 23 & 25) which tends to the brown side of an olivegreen. They also made a few pieces of bright emeraldgreen stretch glass (Fig. 24). The emerald green is
difficult to find but bowls and square-footed Tree-of-Life
pieces exist. This #631, nearly 12-inch diameter, plate is
impressive!
Finally, Vineland made some bowls and
candleholders in what Cal has dubbed “Coke bottle
green,” but I’ve often wondered if this is just a poor batch
of crystal glass! This glass only has a very light hint of
green. (See photo at top of next column.)

Now, let me cover some of the pieces that also
caught my eye! First is a little 4 ½-inch wide bowl with
two tabs (Fig. 3) that has been attributed to Diamond.
For those who collect Victorian-era glass, there are butter
tubs and salts that have this shape. I only know of one of
these pieces! The largest green vase that showed up
(Fig. 6) has a 5 ¼-inch diameter base and is 17 ½-inches
tall. This one is attributed to Diamond and would be
considered a true funeral vase. I’m always attracted to
Fenton’s “rings” swung vases (Fig. 7) and two of the
sizes were represented (the one on the left has a 3 ¾inch base and the smaller one has a 3 ¼-inch base).
I have a personal attraction to Diamond’s #900
(Adam’s Rib) line (Fig. 8) which I’m representing by a set
of candleholder/vases and the comport with a wide flared
and cupped top. We were a bit surprised when Les Rowe
showed up with two green flower-top stoppers for
Fenton’s colognes (Fig. 9)! I pulled out the normal
pagoda-top stopper and used the flower top one for the
image! The Umbraco’s brought a Diamond “Coin Spot”
comport in green (Fig. 10) and this one is especially rare
because it is in the “normal” shape (means that it is the
shape that comes out of the mold). The Central Glass
console set in green (Fig 11) with glue-chip decoration is
always an eye-catcher! Fenton’s #621 vases (Fig. 12)
are always popular, but this one with the cupped-in top
also has extensive cut decoration! The Fenton relish jar
(Fig. 13) appears in catalog pages as a stand-alone
piece, but notice that it fits perfectly inside the ring of the
cheese and cracker set plate.
One of the most difficult items to obtain is the Fenton
logo sign (Fig. 15) and the Umbracos showed up with a
Florentine Green example. Another difficult item to obtain
is the Fenton swung #574 vase (Fig. 19). These are very
thin and delicate and I suspect that many have been
broken over the years! Diamond also made the crackleembossed, blown-molded vases (Fig. 20). Two of these
showed up at convention and it was interesting to see the
small differences caused by the hand shaping of the
factory workers. The Diamond molded-handle basket
(Fig. 21) in green also showed up. These can be tough
(continued on page 8)
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